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1) Write the expanded form of the following numbers. 
 
a) 769 = ____ + ____ + ____ 

b) 801 = ____+ ____ + ____               

 

2) Fill out the missing numbers. 

a) 698 = ____ + 90 + 8    

b) 780 = 700 + ____  

 

3) Expand the numbers in the board. 

 
 
 

4) Fill in the missing numbers by finding the expanded form.  

a) 1302 = 1000 + ____ + 2  

        b) 6720 = ____ + 700 + ____  

 

5) Find the standard form for the number given in the 
expanded form. 
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a)  7000 + 200 + 70 =   

b)  40000 + 5000 + 300 + 10 + 6 =              

 

6) Write the expanded form of the following numbers. 
 

a) 9695 –  
b) 72310 –  

 

7) Find the smallest number that can be formed using the 
train compartment numbers and write its expanded 
form.      

 
    

 

 

8) There is a 5-digit number. Its units place and thousands 
place have the same number. It is two more than the first 
odd number.  When the tens place number is expanded 
you get 70. The hundreds place number is one less than 
the digit in the tens place. The ten thousands place is the 
smallest non zero one digit number. Find the number and 
write its expanded form. 

 

9)  Write the expanded form of the following numbers given 
in words. 

a) Eight thousand three hundred and thirteen –  

b) Fourteen thousand seven hundred and fifty-six –  
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10) Choose the correct option for the expanded form of 
the number 45218. 
 
a) 40000 + 5000 + 200 + 10 + 8 
b) 40000 + 5000+ 200 + 8 
c) 40000 + 5000 + 2000 + 10 + 8 
d) 40000 + 5000 + 200 + 8  
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1) a) 769 = 700 + 60 + 9 

b) 801 = 800 + 1 

2) a) 600 

b) 80 

 

3) a) 6856 = 6000 + 800 + 50 + 6 
b) 5669 = 5000 + 600 +60 +9 

4) a) 300 

b) 6000, 20 

 

5) a) 7220 

b) 45316 

 

6) a) 9695 – 9000 + 600 +90 + 5 

b) 72310 – 70000 + 2000 + 300 + 10 
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7) 14789 is the number. The expanded form 
is 10000 + 4000 + 700 + 80 + 9 

8) 13673 is the number. Expanded form is 
10000 + 3000 + 600 + 70 + 3 

9) a) 8000 + 300 + 10 + 3 
b) 14000 + 700 + 50 + 6 

10) 40000 + 5000 + 200 + 10 + 8 
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1.  We can show the value of each digit in a 
number using expanded form. 

 
 

2. Expanded form is used to split the number 
in its units, tens, hundreds and thousands 
form. 
  

3. Separation of numbers based on their 
place values is the expanded form. 
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